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Seeking the law of through-crack in the double hole of shaped charge can help reveal the rock failure mechanism of directional
controlled blasting. Using LS-DYNA numerical simulation analysis, the dynamic mechanical behaviors of double-hole crack
development and double-hole crack penetration in elliptical bipolar linear-shaped charge blasting and ordinary blasting were
compared and studied. .e results showed that it was difficult to form a straight line through the double holes under ordinary
blasting, while easy to cause over-under-excavation problems. .e blasting of the elliptical bipolar linear-shaped charge had a
significant effect on the formation of directional crack..e crack penetrated along the connecting center line of the two holes..e
main crack growth form was tensile fracture mode, and the explosion gas was the important driving force for continuous crack
growth. .e elliptical bipolar linear-shaped charge blasting produced fewer cracks in the nonenergy-accumulating direction,
which could effectively reduce the damage of the retained rock mass.

1. Introduction

.e directional fracture controlled blasting of shaped charge
changes the structure of the explosive itself and utilizes the
energy gathering effect of the energy cavity to form a stream
of explosive products with high velocity and pressure after
blasting, which directly acts on the wall of the blast hole and
makes the rock crack and expand preferentially in the
concentrating energy direction and then achieves the pur-
pose of directional fracture blasting. In recent years, scholars
at home and abroad have carried out relevant theoretical
research, experimental research, and numerical simulation
analysis on directional fracture controlled blasting tech-
nology. Cho et al. [1] studied the effect of the location of the
guide hole and the initiation time lag on the crack propa-
gation control and analyzed the relationship between the
applied fracture energy and crack extension. Yang andWang

et al. [2–5] explored the influence of different cutting angle,
depth, and other factors on blasting crack propagation by
using a testing system of digital laser dynamic caustics, and
specific tests were carried out on the extension and pene-
tration mechanism of cracks. Yue et al. [6–10] analyzed the
influence of different intervals between holes of explosive
load on the crack propagation through the dynamic caustics
test and numerical simulation, which indicated that the
growth rate of the main blasting crack, the peak value of the
dynamic stress intensity factor, and the stress peak value of
the crack meeting area all depended on the blast hole
spacing. When the distance between holes is small, the peak
value is large, which is conducive to the directional ex-
pansion of cracks. Zhang et al. [11] studied the influence of
the material of the cut tube and the decoupling coefficient on
the crack growth through the mortar model test. He et al.
developed a new material of constant resistance and large
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deformation bolt in deep rock mass [12] and developed the
technology and equipment of energy-gathered roof cutting
in deep rock mass, which has achieved precise control of
blasting crack propagation and ensured the molding quality
around the roadway [13, 14]. Luo et al. [15, 16] based on
dynamics of explosion and fracture mechanics studied the
mechanism of crack initiation and its expansion of direc-
tional fracture controlled blasting by shaped charge with
wedge-type liners in rock. Guo et al. [17–19] analyzed the
dynamic effect of deep hole-shaped charge blasting and
considered that the shaped charge effect of deep hole-shaped
charge blasting significantly changed the propagation
characteristics of explosion stress wave and the mechanical
properties of rock mass. Wu et al. [20–23] conducted a
preliminary study on the influencing factor of the formation
of the elliptical bipolar line-shaped charge jet and the
mechanism of initial crack formation.

However, the stress wave propagation and crack de-
velopment of single-hole blasting and double-hole blasting
are different in shaped charge blasting. To date, there are few
studies on the stress wave propagation and crack develop-
ment law of surrounding rock of shaped energy double-hole
blasting. .erefore, this paper combined the theoretical
analysis with the numerical simulation to study the stress
wave propagation and crack development law of double-
hole blasting based on the elliptical bipolar linear-shaped
charge blasting technology, whilst compared with those of
ordinary blasting. .e results are of great significance to the
research and application of the technology.

2. Stress Wave Propagation and Crack
Mechanism of Shaped Charge Blasting

2.1. Mechanism Analysis of Crack Development in Shaped
Charge Blasting. .e elliptical bipolar linear-shaped charge
blasting technology makes full use of the tensile failure
characteristics of rock. .rough the combination of PVC
shaped charge pipe and explosive, the tangential tensile
stress is formed in the concentrating energy direction after
the explosion, and the detonation pressure is transformed
into the tensile effect on surrounding rock, forming effective
directional precracking in the concentrating energy direc-
tion. At the same time, due to the buffering effect of PVC
pipe in the nonconcentrated energy direction, the damage of
rock on the blast hole wall in the nonconcentrated energy
direction is avoided..e principle of elliptical bipolar linear-
shaped charge blasting and the schematic diagram of shaped
charge are shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Fracture Mechanism of Double Hole-Shaped Charge
Blasting. In continuous-hole-shaped charge blasting, two
adjacent blast holes are detonated simultaneously, and the
explosion stress wave propagates to the midpoint of the line
connecting the blast hole and superimposes at the midpoint
of the line of the two blast holes. Due to a certain energy loss
in the propagation of wave and explosive gas in the rock,
when the tensile stress at each point of the connecting line in
the concentrating energy direction of the adjacent blast holes

is greater than or equal to the tensile strength of the rock, the
cracks between the adjacent blast holes can be connected
[24]. .e mechanical model of the elliptical bipolar linear-
shaped charge blasting continuous hole is shown in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2, during continuous-hole-shaped
charge blasting, the explosive gas enters from the concen-
trating energy direction of two blasting holes, respectively,
for expansion and extrusion. However, the stress superpo-
sition surface would be generated at the vertical line of the
midpoint of the concentrating energy direction line of two
blasting holes in the process of stress wave propagation.
Although there is energy loss in the process of stress wave
propagation, according to the superposition principle of
wave, a tensile stress of 2 times is generated at the stress
superposition surface, which can appropriately increase the
distance between the two blast holes.

3. Validation of Numerical Solution

3.1. Numerical Model. LS-DYNA was used to carry out
numerical simulation analysis. .e explosive material model
in LS-DYNA was characterized by MAT_HIGH_EXPLO-
SIVE_BURN, and the JWL equation was adopted to describe
the relationship between the pressure and volume of the
explosive after detonation.
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where p is the pressure, A, B, ω, R1, and R2 are the basic
parameters of the equation of state, V is the relative volume
of the detonation product, and E is the initial internal energy
density of the detonation product. Properties of explosive
and JWL state equation are shown in Table 1.

.e mechanical parameter of the shaped charge cover is
shown in Table 2.

.e HJC constitutive model was used for rock material.
.e MAT_ADD_EROSION damage criterion was used to
determine the damage condition of each element in the
simulation of fracture development [25]. .e mechanical
parameters of rock in the model are shown in Table 3, and
the maximum principal stress failure of rock is defined to
analyze the crack development.

3.2. Explosion Test of PMMA. PMMA is often used as an
ideal experimental material to study the crack initiation
process under blasting loading. Its fracture mechanics be-
havior is similar to that of brittle rock [26, 27]. Che [28]
carried out the experimental research on the blasting test of
shaped charge with PMMA. .e shaped charge cover is a
PVC hard plastic tube, with an inner diameter of 0.5 cm..e
shaped charge cover thickness is 0.1 cm. .e diameter of the
blast hole is 1.2 cm, as shown in Figure 3.

3.3. Comparison between Simulation Results and Experi-
mental Results. By establishing the same numerical analysis
model as the experiment, the results of numerical simulation
and experiment are shown in Figure 4. .e numerical
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simulation results perfectly reproduced the test process, the
crack development was basically consistent with the test
results at 80 μs and 600 μs, and the final distribution pattern
of rock crack is consistent with the test results. It was
concluded that LS-DYNA could effectively simulate the
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Figure 1: Mechanical model of cracking due to shaped charge blasting [23].

Table 1: Explosive and parameters of equation of state [23].

ρ
(g·cm−3)

]D
(cm·μs−1)

A
(GPa)

B
(GPa) R1 R2 ω E

(GPa)
1.3 0.4 214.4 0.182 4.2 0.9 0.15 4.192
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Figure 2: Mechanical model of continuous hole due to shaped charge blasting.

Table 2: Mechanical parameter of the shaped charge cover [23].

Material Density
(g·cm−3)

Elastic modulus
(GPa)

Poisson’s ratio
(μ)

PVC 1.3 3.0 0.38

Table 3: Material parameters of rock [23].

Parameters Property Value
ρ (g·cm−3) Density 2.18
G (GPa) Shear modulus 14.86
A Normalized cohesive strength 0.79
B Normalized pressure hardening 1.60
C Strain rate coefficient 0.007
Sfmax Normalized maximum strength 7
εfmin Amount of plastic strain before fracture 0.01
N Pressure hardening exponent 0.61
D1 Damage constant 1 0.04
D2 Damage constant 2 1

PMMA

Explosive

Shaped charge cover

Air

Figure 3: PMMA-shaped charge blasting [28].
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crack development process of rock in the shaped charge
blasting process.

4. Numerical Model of Elliptic Bipolar Linear-
Shaped Charge Blasting

4.1. Geometric Model of Numerical Calculation. .e calcu-
lation models of double-hole ordinary blasting and el-
liptical bipolar linear shaped charge blasting with 90mm
hole diameter were established, respectively, as shown in
Figures 5 and 6. .e charge mass of the two models is

equal, the energy gathering tube is made of PVC material,
the thickness of the shell of the energy gathering tube is
2mm, the thickness of the layer liner is 1.4 mm, and the
angle of the shaped charge groove is 70 degrees. Rock mass
implies Lagrange unit, and other various materials imply
the fluid-solid coupled algorithm. Nonreflecting bound-
ary condition is applied around the model. .e layout of
measuring points is shown in Figures 5 and 6. .ereinto,
A1 measuring point is in the center of the model, and the
distance between each two adjacent measuring points is
equal.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Comparison of the simulation results and experiment results (a) at 80 μs of experiment results [28]; (b) at 600 μs of experiment
results [28]; (c) at 80 μs of simulation results; (d) at 600 μs of simulation results.
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram of numerical calculation.
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4.2. Blasting Crack Development. Under ordinary blasting,
after the explosives detonate, the detonation product is
scattered randomly around the blasthole. Under shaped
charge blasting, after the explosives detonate, the detonation
wave acts on the shaped charge cover with huge pressure to

form a shaped charge jet with high temperature, high
pressure, and high energy, and the jet acts on the rock to
form guiding crack. At 30 μs, the cracks develop irregularly
in multiple directions under ordinary blasting, as shown in
Figure 7, and the shaped charge blasting mainly develops
along the concentrating energy direction, as shown in
Figure 8.

At 190 μs, the two cracks of ordinary blasting form a
breakthrough, as shown in Figure 9. At 228 μs, the two main
cracks of shaped charge blasting form a breakthrough, as
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Figure 6: Schematic diagram of the numerical calculation model for the ordinary blasting model for shaped charge blasting.

Figure 7: Crack development at 30 μs of ordinary blasting.

Figure 8: Crack development at 30 μs of shaped charge blasting.

Figure 9: Crack penetration of ordinary blasting.

Figure 10: Crack penetration of shaped charge blasting.
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shown in Figure 10. Generally speaking, there are more
multidirectional cracks produced by ordinary blasting, and
the two hole cracks are not connected to the two hole
centerline, which is easy to cause over-under-excavation
problem. .ere are fewer cracks produced by shaped charge
blasting. .e two hole cracks are connected to the two hole
centerline, and the crack directional development effect is
good.

4.3. Comparative Analysis of Effective Stress at Measuring
Points. .e peak effective stress of each measuring point of
shaped charge blasting and ordinary blasting is shown in
Figures 11 and 12. .e peak effective stress of A1–A5 on the

connecting center line of the blast hole was basically the
same as that of B1–B5 on the right side of the blast hole. .e
peak effective stress is the largest at the wall of the blast hole,
and the farther away from the center of the blast hole, the
smaller the peak effective stress. .e results show that the
peak effective stress at the borehole wall of shaped charge
blasting is larger than that of ordinary blasting, which is
conducive to the development of initial cracks in the con-
centrating energy direction. In the vertical direction of the
blast hole center line, the peak effective stress of the mea-
suring point of ordinary blasting is always larger than that of
shaped charge blasting, which shows that shaped charge
blasting can reduce the damage of rock in the non-
concentrated energy direction..e crack development in the
later stage of blasting mainly depends on the effect of
blasting gas.

5. Conclusions

(1) Under ordinary blasting, multidirectional random
cracks will be formed, and it is difficult for double
holes to form a straight line through, which is easy to
cause the problem of overbreak and underbreak.

(2) .e blasting of the elliptical bipolar linear shaped
charge can effectively form directional cracks. .e
main crack of blasting mainly develops in tensile
fracture mode, and the explosive gas is the important
driving force for continuous crack growth.

(3) .e elliptical bipolar linear-shaped charge blasting
can effectively reduce the damage of the retained
rock mass. .e crack penetration is carried out along
the connecting center line of the two holes, and the
effect is significant.
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